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Abstract. We extend several fundamental estimates regarding spectral multipliers for
the free Laplacian on R3 to the case of perturbed Hamiltonians of the form �∆ � V ,
where V is a scalar real-valued potential.

In this paper, we prove resolvent estimates, a dispersive bound for the perturbed wave
propagator, Mihlin multiplier and fractional integration bounds, and the full range of
wave equation Strichartz estimates, under optimal or almost optimal scaling-invariant
conditions on the potential and on the spectral multipliers themselves.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we establish three properties of the spectral measure of three-dimensional
Schrödinger operators H � �∆ � V with potentials belonging to a scaling-critical class.
The first set of results concerns pointwise behavior of the resolvents RV pzq � pH � zq�1 as
integral operators on R3, in particular controlling the limits as z approaches the positive
real axis. One of the key estimates is equivalent to a statement about the “sine” propagator
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of the linear wave equation, and it will be proved in that context. Some useful bounds on
the exponential decay of eigenfunctions are obtained as a consequence.

The second set of results concerns the Lp-boundedness of spectral multipliers mpHq. We
prove that if m satisfies the conditions of the classical Hörmander-Mihlin theorem, then
mpHq is a bounded operator on LppR3q, 1   p   8. While the integral kernel of mpHq
strongly resembles that of a Calderón-Zygmund singular integral, we leave the analysis
of its L1 and Hardy space behavior for a future paper. With a slightly stronger, but still
scale-invariant condition on the potential, we are able to show that mpHq is weak-type (1,1)
using a different argument. Sobolev inequalities for factional integration are recovered as
well.

Finally, we prove Strichartz estimates for the perturbed wave equation provided the
potential also belongs to the Lorentz space L3{2,8, following an argument due to Beals [Bea].

1.1. Setup. Consider Hamiltonians of the form H � �∆ � V in R3, i.e. in three space
dimensions. Here the Laplacian �∆ is the free Hamiltonian, corresponding to free motion,
while V is a real-valued scalar potential.

Our basic assumption is that V belongs to the closure of C8
c pR3q with respect to the

global Kato norm

}V }K :� sup
yPR3

»
R3

|V pxq| dx
|x� y| (1)

and we denote this space by K0. Then H � �∆ � V is self-adjoint and bounded from
below [Sim]. Multiplication by V is a compact perturbation relative to the Laplacian,
thus the essential spectrum of H remains r0,8q and there can be at most finitely many

eigenvalues away from 0. If one assumes that V is in L3{2,1pR3q � K0 (a weaker condition
suffices) is real-valued, then there are no embedded eigenvalues or resonances in the con-
tinuous spectrum (λ ¡ 0), see [IoJe] and [KoTa]. With our baseline assumption V P K0,
there are no embedded resonances, see [Gol]. Where necessary, we assert the absence of
embedded eigenvalues as an independent assumption.

For some results in this paper we need to further assume that V P K0 X L3{2,8pR3q.
Note that both the global Kato norm and the Lorentz norm L3{2,8pR3q scale similarly to
|x|�2, which is critical with respect to the Laplacian. One result (Theorem 5.1) requires a
modified Kato norm with `1 summability across dyadic length scales. The relevant norm
definition will be introduced in the statement of that theorem.

Both our pointwise bounds for the wave equation and the Strichartz inequalities apply
to the absolutely continuous part of the propagation, that is we first apply an orthogonal
projection away from the space of bound states. Bound states at the threshold of the
continuous spectrum (i.e. at zero energy) can be present even for V P C8

c and in general
destroy dispersive estimates, even after first projecting the bound states away. Throughout
this paper we make an a priori assumption that there are no obstructions at zero energy.

The free Hamiltonian is a positive operator, thus one common way to prevent bound
states is to require the potential to be nonnegative as well. When this is the case, one can
often also weaken the regularity and decay assumptions on V substantially, for example
letting V ¥ 0 belong to a reverse Hölder class. Bound states can also be avoided if the
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negative part of the potential, V� :� maxp�V, 0q, is present but sufficiently small. The
sharp smallness condition }V�}K   4π arises naturally and has been exploited by [DaPi].

Propagators for the perturbed wave equation and Mihlin multipliers are both examples
of spectral multipliers. One can use functional calculus to define a family of commuting
operators fpHq, called spectral multipliers, at first for analytic functions f by a Cauchy
integral around the spectrum. Since H is self-adjoint here, fpHq can be defined in terms
of the spectral measure

fpHq �
»
σpHq

fpλq dEHpλq (2)

which exists as a bounded operator on L2 whenever f is a bounded Borel measurable
function on σpHq (the spectrum of H).

Commonly studied classes of multipliers include the resolvent RV pλq � pH � λq�1,
fractional integration operators H�s, s ¡ 0, Mihlin multipliers mpHq, where m is a symbol

such that mpnqpλq À λ�n, Bochner-Riesz sums, the Schrödinger evolution eitH , the wave

and half-wave propagators cospt?Hq, sinpt?Hq?
H

, and eit
?
H , the heat flow e�tH , and others.

In the free case, where H � �∆, each spectral multiplier fp�∆q corresponds to the
Fourier multiplier fp|ξ|2q. The following properties are well-known:

1. Resolvent bounds: The free resolvent R0pzq :� p�∆ � zq�1 is analytic on Czr0,8q
(where σp�∆q � r0,8q), having the explicit kernel

R0pzqpx, yq � 1

4π

e�
?�z|x� y|
|x� y| . (3)

Here
?
z is the main branch of the square root.

Although R0pzq does not exist as a bounded operator on L2 for z P r0,8q, it has a

continuous (in e.g. the strong BpL6{5,2, L6,2q topology, not in the norm topology) extension
to the positive real halfline, where it takes different boundary values on each side for λ ¡ 0:

R�
0 pλqpx, yq :� R0pλ� i0qpx, yq � 1

4π

e�i
?
λ|x�y|

|x� y| .

The existence of such extensions in a weaker topology than BpL2q is known as the limiting
absorption principle. It is clear from the formulas that the free resolvent obeys pointwise
bounds uniformly in λ P C,

|R0pλqpx, yq| ¤ 1

4π|x� y| . (4)

2. Fractional powers of the Laplacian: For 0   α   3, p�∆q�α{2 has the explicit kernel

p�∆q�α{2px, yq � Cα|x� y|α�3,

and it is bounded as an operator from LppR3q to LqpR3q for 3
p � 3

q � α, 1   p, q   8 by

the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality.
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3. Schrödinger and wave propagators: the free Schrödinger and wave propagators have
the kernels

eit∆px, yq :� 1

p4πitq3{2 e
� |x�y|2

4it ,
sinpt?�∆q?�∆

px, yq :� 1

4πt
δ|t|p|x� y|q.

Hence one can obtain several dispersive estimates, such as pointwise decay, Strichartz, and
reversed Strichartz estimates (see [BeGo1] and [BeGo2] for more details). The bound of
greatest interest in this paper is as follows:» 8

�8

���sinpt?�∆q?�∆
px, yq

��� dt � 1

2π|x� y| , (5)

where we are being imprecise in notation with regard to the integration of delta-functions.
Delta functions are also present in the key integral estimates (10) and (11) below.

4. Mihlin spectral multipliers: In the free case, Mihlin multipliers mpHq are bounded
on Lp, 1   p   8, and of weak p1, 1q type, i.e. bounded from L1 to L1,8.

There are several possible choices for the definition of Mihlin symbols m that lead to
substantially similar properties. The classical condition is that mpnqpλq ¤ λ�n for n ¥ 0.
One can weaken this condition to

sup
β¡0

}φpλqmpβλq}
9Hs   8 (6)

for a given smooth function φ P C8
c pp1

2 , 2qq and real number s ¡ 3
2 and still obtain the

same results.
Imaginary powers of the Laplacian, given by mp�∆q � p�∆qiσ, σ P R, are a particularly

useful family of Mihlin multipliers, with the norm in (6) growing at the rate |σ|s. They are
often called upon to provide boundary values with complex interpolation, see for example
Sections 6 and 7 below.

All these spectral multipliers are L2-bounded, except for the fractional powers of the
Laplacian p�∆q�s and the boundary values of the resolvent along the real line.

1.2. Summary of Results. Our goal is to prove as many of the above estimates as
possible for the perturbed Laplacian H � �∆ � V . Because our assumptions permit H
to have a finite number of strictly negative eigenvalues �µ2

j , the wave equation admits

solutions of the form sinpt?Hq?
H

fj � sinhpµjtq
µj

fj for the associated eigenfunction fj . [The fact

that z�1{2 sinpt?zq is analytic on R allows the multiplier to be well defined even though
H is not positive.] These solutions clearly violate (5). In order to prevent these special
solutions from dominating all other aspects of the wave propagator, we first apply the
projection Pc onto the continuous spectrum of H. Our main result in this direction is as
follows:

Theorem (Theorem 2.1). Assume V P K0, and H � �∆ � V has no eigenvalue or
resonance at zero, and no positive eigenvalues. Then» 8

�8

���sinpt
?
Hq?

H
Pcpx, yq

��� dt À 1

|x� y| . (7)
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The wave equation propagator is very closely tied to the Fourier transform of the
operator-valued function λÑ R�

V pλ2q :� RV ppλ� i0q2q, where RV pzq � p�∆�V � zq�1 is

the resolvent of H. Note that for negative values of λ, R�
V pp�λq2q � R�

V pλ2q according to
this definition. Theorem 2.1 almost immediately implies a pointwise bound for resolvent
kernels continued to the positive real axis:

Theorem (Corollary 3.1). Under the same conditions as Theorem 2.1,

|R�
V pλqpx, yq| À

1

|x� y| uniformly in λ ¥ 0.

We also show that the perturbed wave equation still has finite speed of propagation.

Thus the portion of sinpt?Hq?
H

Pc lying in the region t|x � y| ¡ |t|u, i.e. exterior to the light

cone, is created entirely by the projection Pc and is a linear combination of the hyperbolic
sine solutions. In combination with (7) this gives exponential bounds for the projection
onto each eigenspace of bound states.

The proof of Theorem 2.1 is the longest section of the paper. It relies on the operator-
valued Wiener inversion methods originating in [Bec1], and specifically uses a version stated
in [BeGo2]. This argument is brought to bear on operators R�

0 pp � q2qV acting on weighted
spaces 1

|x�y0|L
8pR3q. We need to show that not only does this application fit within the

established framework of operator-valued inversion lemmas (after some algebraic manipu-
lation), but there is also uniformity with respect to the choice of y0 P R3.

Resolvent operators are an essential ingredient in the study of spectral multipliers, as
the Stone formula for the continuous spectral measure dEHpλq of a self-adjoint operator
(as in (2)) is precisely

dEHpλq � p2πiq�1rpH � pλ� i0qq�1 � pH � pλ� i0qq�1s,

or in our case with H � �∆ � V , dEHpλq � p2πiq�1rR�
V pλq � R�

V pλqs. The bound (7)
provides us with the entry point for proving a Hörmander-Mihlin theorem for Schrödinger
operators.

There are several such theorems currently in the literature, each one having different
assumptions about the operator H or the multiplier function m. If H ¥ 0 (for example if
V ¥ 0) then it fits into the broad framework of spectral calculus articulated in [SYY], where
many Lp bounds for radial Fourier multipliers can be transfered over to their perturbed
counterpart. If it is known that the wave operators of H are bounded on all LppR3q (as
occurs with potentials of the type considered in [Bec2] or [BeSc]), then Lp bounds for
spectral multipliers mpHq are once again automatically inherited from the properties of
mp�∆q. This can hold even if H admits bound states with negative energy. Results in [Zhe]
and [Hon] also hold for Schrödinger operators with bound states and rough potentials;
the former imposes auxiliary conditions on frequency-localized multipliers of H which are
difficult to check, and the latter requires stronger regularity s ¡ 2 in (6).

We prove the following multiplier bounds.
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Theorem (Theorem 4.1). Assume V P K0 X L3{2,8, and H � �∆ � V has no eigenvalue
or resonance at zero, and no positive eigenvalues. Let φ be a C8 function supported on
r1

2 , 2s such that tφp2�kλqukPZ forms a partition of unity for R�.

Suppose m : p0,8q Ñ C satisfies supkPZ }φpλqmp2kλq}Hs � Ms   8 for some s ¡ 3
2 .

Then mp?Hq :� mp?HPcq is a singular integral operator that is bounded on LppR3q for
all 1   p   8, with operator norm less than Cs,pMs.

If V P K0 and the bound above holds for some s ¡ 2, then mp?Hq has an integral kernel
Kpx, yq that is bounded pointwise by |Kpx, yq| À Ms

|x�y|3 .

Remark 1.1. The expression mp?Hq is chosen here to be comparable to the Fourier multi-
plier mp|ξ|q. The conclusions of Theorem 4.1 hold equally well for mpHq, via the reduction

}φpλqmp22kλ2q}Hs � }φp?λqmp22kλq}Hs � }φp?λqp°2
j��2 φp2jλqmp22kλqq}Hs À Ms. The

first equivalence comes from a smooth change of variables λ Ñ ?
λ on the support of φ,

and the rest are due to partition of unity properties of φ and linear changes of variable.

Our proof of Theorem 4.1 roughly follows the plan of showing that mp?Hq is a Calderón-
Zygmund operator. However it is not clear whether its kernel has the standard cancellation
properties.

This has two consequences. The first is that homogenoeus pointwise bounds on the kernel
do not, by themselves, imply boundedness of the operator. As a result we eventually pursue
a weak-pp, pq bound on the difference mp?Hq � mp?�∆q for 1   p ¤ 2 based on more

direct LpxL
p1,8
y estimates of its kernel. One technical step requires the potential V pxq to

belong to L3{2,8pR3q. The second consequence is that the argument does not extend to the
weak-p1, 1q endpoint. We establish the weak-p1, 1q bound under a slightly more restrictive
set of hypotheses than what is required for the pointwise kernel bound.

Theorem (Theorem 5.1). Suppose V P K0 and the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are otherwise
satisfied for some s ¡ 2. If the potential V pxq additionally satisfies

}V }K̃ :� sup
xPR3

¸
`PZ

}χp|z � x| � 2`qV pzq}Kz   8,

then mp?Hq maps L1pR3q to L1,8pR3q and maps LppR3q to itself for all 1   p   8.

Note that this condition, which is slightly stronger than the Kato class condition, is not
vacuous. In particular, any 9W 1,1 potential satisfies it, by Lemma 5.2.

This time the proof is more directly perturbative from the free case. We decompose
the difference mp?Hq � mp?�∆q into two terms, one of which is a Calderón-Zygmund
operator and the other is dominated pointwise by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function.

The techniques from Theorem 4.1 are also sufficient to prove pointwise and Lp Ñ Lq

bounds for a class of spectral multipliers that includes the fractional powers H�α{2Pc,
0   α   3. More precisely we prove:

Theorem (Theorem 6.1). Let α P p0, 3q and suppose the conditions of Theorem 4.1 are

satisfied for some s ¡ maxp3
2 � α, 1 � 2

3αq. Then H�α{2mp?Hq maps LppR3q to LqpR3q
for all pairs 1   p, q   8 with 3

p � 3
q � α.
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If V P K0 and the conditions are otherwise satisfied for some s ¡ 2�α, then the integral
kernel of H�α{2mp?Hq is bounded pointwise by |x� y|α�3.

The concluding discussion of Strichartz estimates proves the full range of Strichartz
estimates for the perturbed wave equation utt �Hu � F pt, xq. The minimal regularity of

the potential V P K0 XL3{2,8pR3q is enough to insure that Sobolev spaces HspR3q, |s|   3
2

are equivalent whether they are defined relative to the the free or perturbed Laplacian,
and similarly for a range of spaces W s,ppR3q that arise in the course of the proof.

1.3. Comparison with previous results. Previous work on spectral multipliers for
�∆ � V was done by Zheng [Zhe], Hong [Hon], and Sikora–Yan–Yao [SYY], as well as
in [BeGo2].

Zheng [Zhe] proved the Lp and weak L1 boundedness of Mihlin multipliers in every
dimension, for potentials of arbitrary sign, using a certain pair of conditions on the Hamil-
tonian �∆�V itself. It is not clear to what condition on the potential V this corresponds,
except in dimension one.

Sikora–Yan–Yao [SYY] used heat semigroups and Gaussian kernel estimates to prove
both Lp estimates for Mihlin multipliers and resolvent estimates. Their results apply to
some extent in a much wider setting, including the bi-Laplacian and on compact manifolds.
However, they did not look for sharp conditions on the potential and, due to the method,
the results only apply when the Hamiltonian is positive semi-definite.

Hong [Hon] proved the Lp boundedness of Mihlin multipliers in three dimensions, for

�∆� V where V P K0 XL3{2,8 and where the Mihlin multiplier m is locally in Hs, s ¡ 2.
Our current results also hold in three dimensions, though they have parallels in dimen-

sions one and two as well. We generalize the results of Hong [Hon] in two ways: under the
same conditions, we replace the exponent s ¡ 2 with s ¡ 3{2, same as the optimal range
in the classical Hörmander theorem for �∆, and under a slightly stronger condition on V
we also prove the weak-L1 boundedness of Mihlin multipliers when s ¡ 2.

We also include several results with no counterparts in the above-mentioned papers,
dealing with other classes of spectral multipliers, from a completely new estimate for the
resolvent to bounds for negative powers of the Hamiltonian (fractional integration) to
Strichartz estimates for the wave propagators.

1.4. Notations. We use the following standard notations for the Fourier transform and
its inverse:

rFf spξq �
»
Rd
fpxqe�ixξ dx

and

rF�1gspxq � 1

p2πqd
»
Rd
gpξqeixξ dξ.

2. Pointwise bound for the wave propagator sinpt?Hq?
H

Here we prove the following estimate for the perturbed wave equation:
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Theorem 2.1. Assume V P K0, and H � �∆�V has no eigenvalue or resonance at zero,
and no positive eigenvalues. Then» 8

�8

���sinpt
?
Hq?

H
Pcpx, yq

��� dt À |x� y|�1. (8)

Remark 2.2. There may be a shorter proof that combines the time-weighted bound for the
sine propagator in [BeGo2, Theorem 1] with support properties derived as Proposition 3.2
in the next section and subsequent analysis of eigenspace projections. The argument here
is longer but self-contained modulo proving the Wiener inversion theorem (Theorem 2.4),
and it develops the framework needed to prove assertions in Section 3.

Proof. First use the Stone formula for spectral measure to re-write

H�1{2 sinpt
?
HqPc � p2πiq�1

» 8

0
λ�1{2 sinpt

?
λqpR�

V pλq �R�
V pλqq dλ

� pπiq�1

» 8

0
sinptλqpR�

V pλ2q �R�
V pλ2qq dλ

� pπiq�1

» 8

�8
sinptλqR�

V pλ2q dλ. (9)

Noting that sinptλq � p2iq�1peiλ � e�iλq, it suffices to prove that» 8

�8
|FpR�

V pp � q2qqpt, x, yq| dt À |x� y|�1 (10)

where t is taken to be the Fourier dual variable to λ2. This is of course true for the free
resolvent R�

0 pλ2qpx, yq � p4π|x � y|q�1eiλ|x�y|. The issue is to preserve inequality (10)
through the course of the resolvent identity

R�
V pλ2q � pI �R�

0 pλ2qV q�1R�
0 pλ2q.

The key estimate we will need is stated below.

Lemma 2.3. Assume V P K0, and there is no eigenvalue or resonance at zero and no
positive eigenvalues. There exists C   8 so that for every x, y P R3,»

R3

» 8

�8
|FpI �R�

0 pp � q2qV q�1|pt, x, zq |x� y|
|z � y| dt dz   C (11)

The remaining steps are as follows. Taking the Fourier transform of the resolvent identity
yields

FR�
V pt, x, yq �

»
R3

» 8

�8
FpI �R�

0 V q�1pt� s, x, zqFR�
0 ps, z, yq ds dz
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where we have suppressed the dependence on λ2. The integral of this expression with
respect to t is then bounded by

1

|x� y|
� »

R3

» 8

�8
|FpI �R�

0 V q�1|pt� s, x, zq |x� y|
|z � y| dt dz

	
�

sup
z
|z � y|

» 8

�8
|FR�

0 |ps, z, yq ds
	
.

Thanks to the explicit formula for the free resolvent, the last expression in parentheses is
exactly 1

4π . The first expression is bounded by a constant in (11) which leads to an overall

bound of C
4π|x�y| . �

Proof of Lemma 2.3. Verification of the bound (11) proceeds in two steps. First we show
that the inequality is satisfied uniformly in x for each fixed y P R3, with an associated con-
stant Cpyq. Then we demonstrate uniform boundedness of Cpyq. While the two arguments
employ a very similar mechanism, there does not appear to be a way to accomplish both
goals at the same time. The first step will dominate the exposition as relevant methods
and technical hypotheses are introduced.

Given a point y P R3, let My denote pointwise multiplication by the function | � �y|.
The action of My commutes with the Fourier transform in the t and λ variables. Then (11)
can be re-written as»

R3

» 8

�8
|FpI �MyR

�
0 pp � q2qVM�1

y q�1|pt, x, zq dt dz   C. (12)

Operator inverse estimates of this type can be approached by an appropriate general-
ization of the Wiener algebra FpL1pRqq. Let X be a Banach lattice (in this case over the
measure space pR3, dxq).

Definition 2.1. We say a family of operators T pλq with integral kernel T pλ, x, zq, λ P R,
belongs to the space WX if its Fourier transform FT pt, x, zq is a measure satisfying

��� » 8

�8
|FT pt, x, zq| dt

���
BpXq

  8. (13)

The quantity in (13) will be taken as the norm }T }WX
, and it is straightforward to show

that WX is an algebra using Fubini’s theorem and the lattice properties of X.
In this language, (12) asserts that pI �MyR0pλ2qVM�1

y q�1 belongs to WL8 , uniformly

in y P R3.
Observe that MyR

�
0 pλ2qVM�1

y belongs to WL8 for each y P R3. To see this, note that

its Fourier transform has the kernel |x�y|V pzqδ0pt�|x�z|q
4π|x�z||z�y| . When integrated over t, the result
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has the property»
R3

» 8

�8

|x� y||V pzq|δ0pt� |x� z|q
4π|x� z| |z � y| dt dz

�
»
R3

|x� y||V pzq|
4π|x� z| |z � y| dz

�
»
R3

|x� y|
4πp|x� z| � |z � y|q

� |V pzq|
|x� z| �

|V pzq|
|z � y|

	
dz

¤ p2πq�1}V }K for every x and y.

(14)

The constant operator T pλq � I is the identity element of WX for any X, so it certainly
belongs to WL8 as well. The remaining questions are whether I �MyR

�
0 pλ2qVM�1

y is an
invertible element of WL8 for each y, and whether there is a uniform bound on the size of
its inverse.

We borrow a result concerning existence of inverses in WX from [BeGo2]. To state it
succinctly, define the “high-frequency cutoff” SR P BpWXq for each R ¡ 0 by the property

FpSRT qpt, x, zq � FT pt, x, zqχ|t|¡R. (15)

Theorem 2.4 ([BeGo2], Proposition 10). Suppose T PWX is such that

(C1) lim
RÑ8

}SRT }WX
� 0.

(C2) For some N ¡ 0, lim
δÑ0

}peiδλ � 1qTN pλq}WX
� 0.

If I � T pλq is an invertible element of BpXq for every λ P R, then I � T is invertible in
WX .

Unfortunately, MyR
�
0 pλ2qVM�1

y does not satisfy condition (C1) in our Inversion Theo-
rem. More specifically

}SRpMyR
�
0 VM

�1
y q}WL8

¥ lim inf
|x|Ñ8

»
|x�z|¡R

|x� y|V pzq
4π|x� z| |z � y| dz ¥

»
R3

|V pzq|
4π|z � y| dz

by Fatou’s lemma.
For this reason we expand the inverse using the identity

pI �MyR
�
0 VM

�1
y q�1 � I �MyR

�
0 M

�1
y pI �MyV R

�
0 M

�1
y q�1V. (16)

We will apply Theorem 2.4 to show that pI�MyV R
�
0 M

�1
y q�1 PWK. Meanwhile V clearly

maps from L8 to K. Another calculation nearly identical to (14) shows thatMyR
�
0 pλ2qM�1

y

maps WK to WL8 because

sup
x

��� » 8

�8
|FpMyR

�
0 pp � q2qM�1

y |pt, x, zq dt
���
K�
z

� sup
x

��� |x� y|
4π|x� z| |z � y|

���
K�
z

¤ sup
x

��� |x� y|
4πp|x� � | � | � �y|q

���
8

���� 1

|x� � | �
1

| � �y|
	���

K�
¤ p2πq�1.
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The operator MyV R
�
0 pλ2qM�1

y belongs to WK for each y, with norm bounded by

p2πq�1}V }K. We will show that it meets all criteria of Theorem 2.4.
We present the main conditions of the Inversion Theorem on WK that need to be checked

as a lemma to be proven later.

Lemma 2.5. If V P K0, then for each y P R3,��� χt|x� � |¡Ru
|x� � | | � �y|

���
K�

¤ 2 maxp|x� y|, Rq�1 (17)

and

lim
RÑ8

��� | � �y|V p � q
maxp| � �y|, Rq

���
K
� 0. (18)

Furthermore, if V is bounded with compact support then there exists N   8 such that

}MypR�
0 pλ2qV qN�1M�1

y }BpL8q À p1� |λ|q�3. (19)

Finally, if V P K0 is real valued and �∆�V has no resonance at zero and no nonnegative
eigenvalues, then I �MyV R

�
0 pλ2qM�1

y is invertible in BpKq for all y P R3 and λ P R.

Assuming Lemma 2.5, let us verify that MyV R
�
0 pλ2qM�1

y satisfies Condition (C1). A
direct calculation shows that its Fourier transform has integral kernel

Kypt, x, zq � |x� y|V pxqδ0pt� |x� z|q
4π|x� z||z � y| .

Applying (17) and (18) in turn demonstrates that the norm of
³
R |Ky|χt|t|¡Ru dt as an

element of BpKq converges to zero as R increases to infinity.
To verify that MyV R

�
0 pλ2qM�1

y satisfies Condition (C2), we imitate an argument from
Section 4 of [BeGo1]. Choose a bounded compactly supported approximation Vε with
}V � Vε}K   ε and }Vε}K ¤ }V }K. Then choose R large enough so that��SRpMyVεR

�
0 pp � q2qM�1

y q}WK   ε
� }V }K

π

�1�N
.

It follows that for R̃ ¥ NR,��SR̃pMyVεR
�
0 pp � q2qM�1

y qN}WK

¤ ���MyVεR
�
0 pp � q2qM�1

y

�N � �pI � SRqpMyVεR
�
0 pp � q2qM�1

y q�N��WK

  Nε.
(20)

The first inequality holds because the Fourier transform of both sides agree when |t| ¡ R̃,

and the left side vanishes completely when |t| ¤ R̃. The second inequality follows from
expanding out the difference of N th powers and observing that

max
�}pI � SRqpMyVεR

�
0 M

�1
y q}WK , }MyVεR

�
0 M

�1
y }WK

� ¤ π�1}Vε}K
while by construction }SRpMyVεR

�
0 M

�1
y q}WK   εpπ�1}V }Kq1�N .

Based on the definition of SR, it is also clear that for any δ   R and any T P WX ,
}SRpeiδλT q}WX

¤ }SR�δT }WX
.
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In order to take full advantage of (19), note that

MypVεR�
0 pλ2qqNM�1

y � VεrMypR�
0 pλ2qVεqN�1M�1

y sMyR
�
0 pλ2qM�1

y .

The bracketed expression on the right side has an integral kernel Kypλ, x, wq with the
property that } ³R3 |Kypλ, x, wq| dw}L8x À p1 � |λ|q�3. Multiplication by Vεpxq allows us to
replace L8x with the Kato norm in x, and for each λ P R we can estimate the kernel of
MyR

�
0 pλ2qM�1

y as follows:

sup
w

��� |w � y|eiλ|w� � |

4π|w � � | | � �y|
���
K�

¤ π�1

This shows that not only is }MypVεR�
0 pλ2qqNM�1

y }BpKq À p1 � |λ|q�3, but the same is
true if the integral kernel of this operator is replaced by its absolute value. Consequently��F�eiδp � q � 1qMypVεR�

0 pp � q2qqNM�1
y

�ptq��BpKq À
»
R
|eiδλ � 1|p1� |λ|q�3 dλ À δ

by the generalized triangle inequality. Furthermore, the same bound in BpKq holds if the
integral kernel of this operator is replaced by its absolute value. Applying the triangle
inequality once more shows that��pI � SR̃q

�peiδλ � 1qMypVεR�
0 qNM�1

y

���
WK

À δR̃.

If R̃ ¡ NR�1 and δ   1, then we may conclude from (20) that the individual expressions
}SR̃pMypVεR�

0 qNM�1
y q}WK and }SR̃peiδλMypVεR�

0 qNM�1
y q}WK are each less than Nε. It

follows that

lim sup
δÑ0

��peiδλ � 1qMypVεR�
0 pλ2qqNM�1

y

��
WK

¤ 2Nε.

Finally, the mapping from V P K to MypV R�
0 pλ2qqNM�1

y P WK is uniformly con-
tinuous as V ranges over a bounded subset of K. Let η denote the modulus of conti-
nuity. Since multiplying by eiδλ is an isometry of WK for fixed δ, the map from V to
peiδλ � 1qMypV R�

0 pλ2qqNM�1
y is uniformly continuous for any fixed δ, and has 2η as a

modulus of continuity. Allowing Vε to approach a given potential V P K0 shows that

lim sup
δÑ0

��peiδλ � 1qMypV R�
0 pλ2qqNM�1

y

��
WK

¤ 2Nε� 2ηpεq

for all ε ¡ 0. The details of η depend on the size of }V }K, however in all cases one may
take the limit as εÑ 0 and conclude that (C2) is satisfied.

Now all of the conditions of Theorem 2.4 are satisfied, so pI � MyV R
�
0 pλ2qM�1

y q�1

exists as an element of WK for each y P R3. Identity (16) allows us to conclude that
pI � MyR

�
0 pλ2qVM�1

y q�1 P WL8 as well. It remains to show that these elements are
uniformly bounded with respect to y. This follows directly from the claim below, whose
proof is postponed to the end of this section.

Lemma 2.6. If V P K0, then the mapping from y P R3 to MyR
�
0 pλ2qVM�1

y P WL8 is
continuous in the operator norm. Furthermore this map is “continuous at infinity” with a
limiting value of R�

0 pλ2qV PWL8 as |y| Ñ 8.
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It is shown in [BeGo1] that pI �R�
0 pλ2qV q�1 PWL8 (more precisely, Theorem 2 asserts

that the dual operator on R3 belongs to WL1). As a corollary, the mapping from y to
pI �MyR

�
0 VM

�1
y q�1 is continuous on the one-point compactification of R3, so its range is

bounded. According to (12), this is precisely what is required to prove Lemma 2.3. �

Proof of Lemma 2.5. Fix R   8. By straightforward algebra,

χt|x�z|¡Ru
|x� z| |z � y| �

χt|x�z|¡Ru
| |x� z| � |z � y| |

� 1

|x� z| �
1

|z � y|
	

¤ 1

maxp|x� y|, Rq
� 1

|x� z| �
1

|z � y|
	
.

Both functions |x� � |�1 and | � �y|�1 have unit size in the K� norm, so (17) follows from
the triangle inequality.

The subsequent bound (18) is nearly trivial if V has compact support. In that case, if we
define M � maxxPsuppV |x�y|, then the function in question is bounded pointwise by M

R V

for all R ¡M . Its norm is then less than M
R }V }K. The limit value as RÑ8 is preserved

if one approximates a general potential V P K0 by compactly supported functions.
For the high-energy resolvent estimate, start by assuming V is bounded with compact

support. Then VM�1
y maps L8pR3q to L2psuppV q, with norm bounded by p1� |y|q�1. It

is well known [Agm] that p1�|x|q�1R�
0 pλ2qp1�|x|q�1 belongs to BpL2pR3qq with norm less

than p1�|λ|q�1, so in this case pV R�
0 pλ2qq3 maps L2psuppV q to itself with norm controlled

by p1� |λ|q�3. We are suppressing constants which depend on the size and support of V .

The integral kernel of MyR
�
0 pλ2q has pointwise size |x�y|

4π|x�z| . By Cauchy-Schwartz, this

maps L2psuppV q to L8pR3q with norm at most supx
C|x�y|
1�|x| À 1 � |y|. Composing all of

these operators together yields the cumulative bound

}MypR�
0 pλ2qV q4M�1

y }BpL8q À p1� |λ|q�3.

Showing that I�MyV R
�
0 pλ2qM�1

y is an invertible element of BpKq for each λ P R follows
a common collection of arguments.

Let Vε be an approximation of V the belongs to C8
c pR3q. Since M�1

y maps K to L1pR3q,
we have that VεR

�
0 pλ2qM�1

y belongs to BpK,W 2,1psuppV qq, which is a compact operator

in BpK, L2psuppV qq. Then My is a bounded map from L2psuppV q back to K. Taking
limits shows that MyV R

�
0 pλ2qM�1

y is compact in BpKq so long as V P K0.

Now suppose that I�MyV R
�
0 pλ2qM�1

y fails to be invertible, which implies the existence

of a nontrivial φ P K in its nullspace by the Fredholm Alternative. Then ψ � R�
0 pλ2qM�1

y φ
satisfies the eigenvalue equation

p�∆� V � λ2qψ � 0.

If λ � 0, the fact that M�1
y φ P L1pR3q suffices to show that ψ P p1 � |x|qsL2pR3q for

all s ¡ 1
2 , which means that zero is a resonance and possibly an eigenvalue. This case is

explicitly ruled out by the spectral assumption in Lemma 2.3.
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If λ �� 0, we follow arguments for the Limiting Absorption Principle to show the presence
of an eigenvalue. Once again let Vε be a bounded compactly supported approximation of
V . Then VεR

�1
0 M�1

y φ P K, and if }V � Vε}K is small enough then

M�1
y φ � �pI � pV � VεqR�

0 pλ2qq�1VεR
�
0 pλ2qM�1

y φ

is also a well defined element of K, with the operator inverse in BpKq existing via a con-
vergent Neumann series. Consequently ψ P L8pR3q.

That allows a natural pairing between ψ P L8 and V ψ � �M�1
y φ P L1, with the result

0 � Re xV ψ, ψy � �Re xM�1
y φ,R�

0 pλ2qM�1
y φy.

Hence the Fourier transform of V ψ vanishes on the sphere |λ|S2 � R3, and [GoSc, Corollary
13] shows that ψ P L2pR3q. Since this outcome is also forbidden by the spectral assumption
in Lemma 2.3, the only remaining possibility is that I �MyV R

�
0 pλ2qM�1

y is invertible in
BpKq. �

Proof of Lemma 2.6. Once again it suffices to consider V bounded with compact support,
as the uniform inequality }MyR

�
0 VM

�1
y }WL8

¤ p2πq�1}V }K permits approximation of V .

Given two points y1, y2 P R3, we must bound the size of }pMy2 � My1qR�
0 VM

�1
y1 } �

}My2R
�
0 V pM�1

y2 �M�1
y1 q} in WL8 . The first term is equal to

sup
x

»
R3

��|x� y2| � |x� y1|
�� |V pzq|

4π|x� z| |z � y1| dz À |y2 � y1|

where the implicit constant depends on the size and support of V . The second term is
equal to

sup
x

»
R3

|x� y2| |V pzq|
4π|x� z|

� 1

|z � y2| �
1

|z � y1|
	
dz.

Suppose V is supported in the ball t|z| ¤ Mu. In one case, assume |y2| ¡ 2M and
|y2 � y1|   1

2M . Then one can make the estimate

sup
x

»
R3

|x� y2| |V pzq|
4π|x� z|

� 1

|z � y2| �
1

|z � y1|
	
dz À |y2 � y1|

|y2|2 sup
x

»
|z| M

|x� y2|
|x� z| dz

À |y2 � y1|
|y2| .

In the other case, assume |y1| and |y2| are both less than 3M (all instances of y1 converging
to y2 fall into at least one of these cases). Then use Hölder’s inequality somewhat crudely
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to obtain the bound

sup
x

»
R3

|x� y2| |V pzq|
4π|x� z|

� 1

|z � y2| �
1

|z � y1|
	
dz

À sup
x
|x� y2|

��� 1

|x� � |
���
L2pBp0,Mqq

��� 1

| � �y2| �
1

| � �y1|
���
L2pBp0,Mqq

À sup
x

|x� y2|
maxp|x|,Mq |y2 � y1|1{2

À |y2 � y1|1{2.
The limit as |y| Ñ 8 can be handled more directly. The relevant bound for R�

0 V �
MyR

�
0 V R

�1
y is

sup
x

»
R3

|V pzq|
4π|x� z|

� |z � y|
|z � y| �

|x� y|
|z � y|

	
dz ¤

»
R3

|V pzq|
4π|z � y| dz Ñ 0

for all V P K0. �

3. Perturbed resolvent kernel and eigenfunction bounds

While Theorem 2.1 is nominally a statement about the wave equation, we have observed
that the main inequality (10) in its proof is a statement about the resolvent R�

V pλ2qpx, yq.
Applying Fourier inversion to (10) and undoing the change of variable λ Ñ λ2 leads to a
pointwise bound on resolvent kernels.

Corollary 3.1. Assume V P K0, and H � �∆ � V has no eigenvalue or resonance at
zero, and no positive eigenvalues. Then the resolvent of H along the real axis is an integral
operator whose kernel R�

V pλqpx, yq satisfies

|R�
V pλqpx, yq| À

1

|x� y| (21)

uniformly in λ ¥ 0.

Recall that R�
V pλ2q has a meromorphic extension in the upper half-plane, with finitely

many poles at iµj , where �µ2
j , j � 1, 2, . . . , J are the eigenvalues of H � �∆ � V .

Furthermore it is uniformly bounded as an operator on L2pR3q if the imaginary part of
λ is large. This suggests that the bulk of its Fourier transform should be supported on
the right half-line. In fact an even stronger statement is true, which is equivalent to finite
propagation speed of the associated wave equation.

Proposition 3.2. Suppose V P K0 and H � �∆ � V has no resonance at zero and has
eigenvalues only at �µ2

j   0, j � 1, 2, . . . , J . Let Pj be the orthogonal projection onto the

eigenspace of H � µ2
j . Then for all µ P r0,8qztµju and t   |x� y|,

FRV pp � � iµq2qpt, x, yq � �π
¸
µj¡µ

epµj�µqt

µj
Pj (22)
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Remark 3.3. In conjunction with (9), this confirms that for all |t|   |x�y|, the propagator
sinpt?Hq?

H
Pc agrees with �°

j
sinhpµjtq

µj
Pj .

Proof. The formula for the free resolvent gives

R0ppλ� iµq2qpx, yq � epiλ�µq|x�y|{p4π|x� y|q.
Examination of its Fourier transform then shows

lim
µÑ8 }R0pp � � iµq2qV }WL8

� lim
µÑ8 sup

xPR3

»
R3

e�µ|x�y|V pyq
4π|x� y| dy � 0. (23)

The last limit converges at a rate 1{µ2 if V is bounded and compactly supported, and is
preserved under taking limits to V P K0. Therefore, for sufficiently large µ0   8, one can
compute pI �R0pp � � iµ0q2qV q�1 in WL8 via a convergent power series.

The Fourier transform of R0pp � � iµ0q2qV is a measure supported on the “forward light
cone” tt � |x�y|u. The Fourier transform of each higher power of this object is an iterated
convolution of the measure, which is supported in tt ¥ |x� y|u by the triangle inequality.
Hence its Wiener algebra inverse, rFppI � R0p � � iµ0q2qV qs�1, is supported here as well,
and so is the Fourier transform of RV pp � � iµ0q2q � ppI�R0p � � iµ0q2qV q�1R0pp � � iµ0q2q.

Write out the Fourier transform of RV pp � � iµ0q2qpx, yq as the contour integral

FRV pp � � iµ0q2qpt, x, yq �
»
R�iµ0

e�itze�µ0tRV pz2qpx, yq dz (24)

and similarly,

FRV pp � � iµq2qpt, x, yq �
»
R�iµ

e�itze�µtRV pz2qpx, yq dz.

According to the Stone formula for spectral measure, the residue of RV pzq at each pole
z � �µ2

j is the projection �Pj . Then the residue of RV pz2q at each pole z � iµj is precisely

p�2iµjq�1Pj . If we can shift the contour of integration from the horizontal line R� iµ0 to
the line R� iµ, the result would be

FRV pp � � iµq2qpt, x, yq � e�µt
�
eµ0tFRV pp � � iµ0q2qpt, x, yq � π

¸
µ µj µ0

eµjt

µj
Pj

�

To justify shifting the contour, we first claim that RV ppλ� iµq2q is bounded in a useful
way for large λ. Note that if V is bounded with compact support, the statement and
proof of (19) in Lemma 2.5 remain valid for estimating the operator norm of MypR�

0 pλ�
iµq2V q4M�1

y , with constants that are independent of µ. It follows by an approximation
argument that for V P K0, the limit

lim
λÑ�8

}MypR�
0 pλ� iµq2V q4M�1

y }BpL8q � 0

is uniform in µ.
As a consequence, for λ sufficiently large the perturbation series of RV ppλ � iµq2q con-

verges absolutely and has a pointwise bound |RV ppλ� iµq2qpx, yq| ¤ C|x� y|�1. Now the
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contour in (24) can be moved by multiplying both sides of the equation by the analytic

function e�εpλ�iµq2 then taking the limit as ε goes to zero. �

It is well known that the null space of H � µ2
j consists entirely of functions with ex-

ponential decay at infinity. The following quantitative bound will be extremely useful for
computing pointwise behavior of spectral multipliers in the next section.

Lemma 3.4. For each eigenvalue �µ2
j   0 of the operator H � �∆ � V , the projection

Pj onto its eigenspace satisfies |Pjpx, yq| ¤ Cµje
�µj |x�y|{|x� y|.

Furthermore, since each eigenfunction of H is a bounded function, it is also true that
|Pjpx, yq| ¤ Cµ2�α

j e�µj |x�y|{|x� y|�α for all 0 ¤ α ¤ 1.

Proof. Given a finite number of distinct positive numbers µj , j � 1, . . . , J , define a function
F : RJ Ñ R by

F pa1, . . . , aJq �
» 0

�8

��� J̧

j�1

aje
µjt
��� dt.

This is a nonnegative continuous function on RJ , homogeneous of order 1, and it is not zero
except when all aj � 0. By compactness, the infimum mintF pa1, . . . , aJq : maxj |aj | � 1u
is a number c ¡ 0.

The combination of Proposition 3.2 (with µ � 0) and the bound (10) from Theorem 2.1
yields » |x�y|

�8

��� J̧

j�1

Pjpx, yq
µj

eµjt
��� dt ¤ C

|x� y| .

The property of function F discussed above implies that

max
j

|Pjpx, yq|eµj |x�y|
µj

¤ C

c|x� y| .

This proves the first claim. Boundedness of eigenfunctions implies that there is a constant
C̃ so that |Pjpx, yq| ¤ C̃µj minp1, |x�y|�1e�µj |x�y|q which is dominated in turn by C̃µj |x�
y|�αe�µj |x�y|. By assumption, the values µj are a finite set of positive numbers. So one

may replace µj by µ2�α
j at the cost of changing the constant once more.

�

4. Lp and pointwise kernel bounds for Mihlin multipliers

Lemma 2.3 is a rather direct statement about how the spectral measure of H � �∆�V
differs from that of the Laplacian on R3. As a result it provides information about a wide

range of elements in the functional calculus of H beyond the wave propagator sinpt?Hq?
H

. We

show that two of the most common criteria for Lp boundedness of radial Fourier multipliers
mp|∇|q are also sufficient to ensure boundedness of the corresponding operator mp?Hq.
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Theorem 4.1. Assume V P K0XL3{2,8, and H � �∆�V has no eigenvalue or resonance
at zero, and no positive eigenvalues. Let φ be a C8 function supported on r1

2 , 2s such that

tφp2�kλqukPZ forms a partition of unity for R�.
Suppose m : p0,8q Ñ C satisfies

sup
kPZ

}φpλqmp2kλq}Hs �Ms   8 for some s ¡ 3

2
. (25)

Then mp?Hq :� mp?HPcq is a singular integral operator that is bounded on LppR3q for
all 1   p   8, with operator norm less than Cs,pMs.

If V P K0 and (25) holds for some s ¡ 2, then mp?Hq has an integral kernel Kpx, yq
that is bounded pointwise by

|Kpx, yq| À Ms

|x� y|3 . (26)

The proof of both claims in the theorem will use the following lemmas:

Lemma 4.2. Assume V P K0, and H � �∆ � V has no eigenvalue or resonance at zero,
and no positive eigenvalues. Then the Fourier transform of R�

V pλ2q satisfies the bound»
|x�y|¤t

��FpR�
V pp � q2qqpt, x, yq

�� dx À t (27)

uniformly in y P R3, t ¡ 0.

Proof. Use resolvent identities to write

R�
V pλ2q � R�

0 pλ2q �R�
0 pλ2qV R�

V pλ2q.
Recalling that R�

0 pλ2qpx, yq � eiλ|x�y|

4π|x�y| , there is an explicit formula

FpR�
0 pλ2qqpt, x, yq � δpt� |x� y|q

4π|x� y| .

which satisfies (27).
It is a consequence of (10), or [BeGo2, Theorem 1], that for each fixed y P R3, the

integral kernel FpV R�
V pλ2qqpt, x, yq is a measure in R1�3 with finite total variation. It

follows that»
|x�y|¤t

��FpR�
V pλ2q �R�

0 pλ2qqpt, x, yq�� dx
¤
»
|x�y|¤t

» t
�8

»
R3

��FpR�
0 pλ2qqpt� s, x, wq�� ��FpV R�

V pλ2qqps, w, yq�� dwdsdx
¤ sup

s t
sup
wPR3

»
|x�y|¤t

��FpR�
0 pλ2qqpt� s, x, wq�� dx

� sup
s t

sup
wPR3

p4πpt� sqq�1Area
�t|x� w| � t� su X t|x� y| ¤ tu�

À sup
s t

pt� sq�1 minppt� sq2, t2q ¤ t.
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�

Lemma 4.3. Given a function g : RÑ C, the inequality���|x� y|β
»
t¥|x�y|

gptqFpRV pλ2qqpt, � , yq dt
���
LppR3q

À ��|t| 2p�1�β
gptq��

LppR�q (28)

holds uniformly for 1 ¤ p ¤ 8, y P R3, and β ¥ 0.

Proof. Lemma 4.2 immediately implies the p � 1, β � 0 case. Theorem 1 of [BeGo2] states
that

sup
x,y

»
R
|t|
���sinpt

?
HqPc?
H

pt, x, yq dt
���   8

and it is proved via the bound

sup
x,y

»
R

��tFpR�
V pp � q2qqpt, x, yq dt

��   8.

This is equivalent to the p � 8, β � 0 case, and the rest of the β � 0 cases follow by

complex interpolation. The β ¥ 0 cases follow immediately as well, since |x�y|
t ¤ 1 within

the domain of integration. �

Fix a smooth cutoff function χ P C8
c pRq such that

°
kPZ χp2�ktq � χp0,8qptq and

suppχ � r2{3, 3s.
Definition 4.1. The Littlewood-Paley square function for the perturbed Hamiltonian is

rSHf spxq �
�¸
kPZ

|rχp2�k
?
Hqf spxq|2


1{2
.

By a standard argument, the square function is comparable to the original function.
Square functions corresponding to different choices of dyadic cutoffs are all comparable in
the Lp norms, 1   p   8.

Theorem 4.4. Given H � �∆�V and assuming that V P K0XL3{2,8, for each p P p1,8q
}SHf}Lp Àp }f}Lp Àp }SHf}Lp .

Proof. We use Kintchine’s inequality, see [Wol]. Let pεkqkPZ be a sequence of independent
identically distributed random variables, with Ppεk � �1q � 1{2, and consider a sequence
of complex numbers pykqkPZ. Then for each q P p0,8q

}pykq}`2k Àq
�
E
���� ¸
kPZ

εkyk

����q

1{q

Àq }pykq}`2k .

We apply this bound to yk � rχp2�k?Hqf spxq, pointwise for each x P R3. Then

rSHf spxq is bounded by the q-th moment of mεp
?
Hqpxq, where mε is the random Mihlin

multiplier

mεpλq �
¸
kPZ

εkχp2�kλq.
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These random multipliers uniformly fulfill the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, hence

}mεp
?
Hqf}Lp À }f}Lp ,

uniformly over all choices of pεkq. Setting e.g. q � 1 above, we obtain that for p P p1,8q
}SHf}Lp À }E |mεp

?
Hq|}Lp À E }mεp

?
Hq}Lp À E }f}Lp � }f}Lp .

The other inequality follows in a standard manner from the previous one, by duality. We
repeat the usual proof here. Consider a sequence of slightly larger cutoffs χ̃ P C8

c pRq, such
that χ̃ � 1 on suppχ and supp χ̃ � r1{2, 4s. Fix p P p1,8q. Then for any two functions

f P Lp, g P Lp1

|xf, gy| �
¸
kPZ

xf, χp2�k
?
Hqgy �

¸
kPZ

xχ̃p2�k
?
Hqf, χp2�k

?
Hqgy

¤
»
R3

¸
kPZ

|rχ̃p2�k
?
Hqf spxqrχp2�k

?
Hqgspxq| dx

¤ xS̃Hf, SHgy À }S̃Hf}Lp}SHg}Lp1 À }f}Lp}SHg}Lp1 ,
because the modified Littlewood-Paley square function S̃H is comparable to the standard
one, hence to f itself, in the Lp norm.

Choosing f such that }f}Lp À 1 and xf, gy � }g}Lp1 , it follows that for p1 P p1,8q
}g}Lp1 À }SHg}Lp1 ,

which is the desired conclusion. �

Proof of Theorem 4.1. By linearity, it suffices to prove the statements when Ms � 1 with
a bound that does not depend on m in any other way. First use the Stone formula for the
spectral measure of H to write

mp
?
Hq � pπiq�1

» 8

�8
λm̃pλqR�

V pλ2q dλ.
This time it will be convenient to use the resolvent identity

R�
V pλ2q � R�

0 pλ2q �R�
V pλ2qV R�

0 pλ2q
in the right-hand integral. The first term is just the spectral representation of mp?�∆q,
which is a Calderón-Zygmund operator and therefore bounded on LppR3q, 1   p   8. We
prepare the second term by breaking the spectral multipliers into compact intervals.

mp
?
Hq �mp

?
�∆q �

8̧

k��8
φp2�k

?
Hqmp

?
HqPc � φp2�kp�∆qqmp

?
�∆q

�
8̧

k��8
�pπiq�1

» 8

�8
φp2�k|λ|qλm̃pλqR�

V pλ2qV R�
0 pλ2q dλ

�
8̧

k��8
Tk,
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with the summation on the right side of the top line converging in the strong operator
topology of BpL2pR3qq.

Let gkpλq � φp2�k|λ|qλm̃pλq so that
°
k gkpλq � λm̃pλq. The two main estimates on the

Fourier transform of gk are

|ǧkptq| À 22k and }ǧkp � qx2k � ys}L2pRq À 2
3
2
k. (29)

The integral kernel of Tk can be written out as

Tkpx, yq � �p4π2iq�1

» 8

�8

»
R3

gkpλqR�
V pλ2qpx, zqV pzqe

iλ|z�y|

|z � y| dzdλ

Compact support of gk and the resolvent kernel bound (21) show that the integral converges
absolutely when x �� y. After reversing the order of integration and applying the Parseval
identity, one obtains

Tkpx, yq � �p4π2iq�1

»
R3

» 8

�8
ǧkpt� |z � y|qFpR�

V pp � q2qqpt, x, zq
V pzq
|z � y| dtdz

� �p4π2iq�1

»
R3

» 8

|x�z|
ǧkpt� |z � y|qFpR�

V pp � q2qqpt, x, zq
V pzq
|z � y| dtdz

� p4π2iq�1

»
R3

» |x�z|

�8
ǧkpt� |z � y|qFpR�

V pp � q2qqpt, x, zq
V pzq
|z � y| dtdz

� Tk,1px, yq � Tk,2px, yq
The t integral in Tk,1 is exactly the type considered in Lemma 4.3. In this way it is

controlled indirectly by the estimates for ǧk in (29) and Hölder’s inequality. More precisely,
for 1 ¤ p ¤ 2,

}Tk,1p � , yq}LppR3q À
»
R3

��t 2p�1
ǧkpt� |z � y|q��

LppR�q
V pzq
|z � y| dz

À
»
R3

2
3
2
k
��� t2{p�1

x2kpt� |z � y|qys
���
L

2p
2�p pR�q

V pzq
|z � y| dz.

Direct inspection of the norm on R� shows that it is concentrated on the interval t ¤ 2�k
if 2k|z � y|   1 and on the interval t ¤ |z � y| if 2k|z � y| ¡ 1. The tail is integrable since
s� 2

p � 1 ¡ 1
p � 1

2 . The resulting bound is

}Tk,1p � , yq}LppR3q À
»
R3

2
p3� 3

p
qk

x2k|z � y|ys� 3
2
� 3
p

V pzq
|z � y| dz,

and since 3� 3
p and s� 3

2 are both positive, this can be summed over k as well.

¸
kPZ

}Tk,1p � , yq}LppR3q À
»
R3

V pzq
|z � y|4� 3

p

dz. (30)
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Thus for p in the range 1   p ¤ 2,��� »
R3

»
R3

V pzq
|z � y|4� 3

p

fpyq dydz
��� � ���xV � 1

|x|4�3{p , fy
��� À }V }L3{2,8

��� 1

|x|4� 3
p

���
L

3p
4p�3 ,8

}f}Lp,1pR3q,

as L3{2,8 �L3p{p4p�3q,8 ÞÑ Lp
1,8. In conclusion,

°
kPZ

Tk,1 describes a bounded operator from

Lp,1pR3q to LppR3q.
The analysis of Tk,2 is more explicit. Observe that

FpR�
V pp � q2qqptq � F

J̧

j�1

Pjpx, zq
�µ2

j � λ2
� � 1

4π

J̧

j�1

Pjpx, zqe
�µj |t|

µj
.

Then, since ǧk are odd functions,��� » |x�z|

�8
ǧkpt� |z � y|qFpR�

V pp � q2qqpt, x, zq dt
��� �

� 1

4π

��� » |x�z|

�8
ǧkpt� |z � y|q

J̧

j�1

Pjpx, zqe
�µj |t|

µj
dt
���

À
J̧

j�1

1

|x� z|
��� » �|x�z|

�8
ǧkpt� |z � y|qeµjt dt

���
À 1

|x� z|
J̧

j�1

���� gkpλq
λ� iµj

	
p̌|x� z| � |z � y|q

���.
By integrating in spherical coordinates centered at z, the LppR3q norm of the right-hand

side with respect to x is exactly
°
j

��t 2p�1� gkpλq
λ�iµj

�̌ pt� |z � y|q��
LppR�q.

Observe that the function pλ� iµjq�1 is smooth and roughly constant on each interval

λ P �r2k�1, 2k�1s with size minpµ�1
j , 2�kq ¤ µ�1

j .

Thus each function gk
λ�iµj has the same Hs control as gk itself, so its Fourier transform

is subject to the bounds (29). Every estimate that is made for m̃ and its Fourier transform

holds for
˜mpλq

λ�iµj with a constant possibly maxµ�1
j times as large. It follows that

}Tk,2p � , yq}LppR3q À
»
R3

2
3
2
k
��� t2{p�1

x2kpt� |z � y|qys
���
L

2p
2�p pR�q

V pzq
|z � y| dz

and the argument that
°
kPZ

Tk,2 maps Lp,1pR3q to LppR3q for 1   p ¤ 2 now proceeds

identically to the discussion of Tk,1 above.

Recall once more that mp?Hq � mp?�∆q � °
k Tk,1 �

°
k Tk,2. We now know that

the right-hand side is bounded as an operator from Lp,1pR3q to LppR3q for any 1   p ¤ 2

and the left side is bounded on L2pR3q. Marcinkiewicz interpolation shows that mp?Hq
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is also bounded on LppR3q for all 1   p ¤ 2, and by duality the range is extended to all
1   p   8.

In order to prove the |x� y|�3 bound for the integral kernel of mp?Hq, we start from

mp
?
Hq � p2πiq�1

» 8

0
mp

?
λqpR�

V pλq �R�
V pλqq dλ

� pπiq�1

» 8

0
λmpλqpR�

V pλ2q �R�
V pλ2qq dλ

� pπiq�1

» 8

�8
λm̃pλqR�

V pλ2q dλ,

where m̃ is the even extension of m to the full line. Then by Parseval’s identity, the kernel
of mp?Hq can be re-written once more as

Kpx, yq � pπiq�1

» 8

�8
pλm̃qqptqFR�

V pp � q2qpt, x, yq dt. (31)

We split this into two parts,

K1px, yq � pπiq�1

»
t¥|x�y|

pλm̃qqptqFR�
V pp � q2qpt, x, yq dt (32)

K2px, yq � pπiq�1

»
t |x�y|

pλm̃qqptqFR�
V pp � q2qpt, x, yq dt. (33)

Estimates for K1px, yq generally follow from Lemma 4.3.
We use Proposition 3.2 to write out FR�

V pp � q2qptq as a sum of exponential functions.
Observe that

F�1
�
eµjt1t |x�y|

�pλq � epiλ�µjq|x�y|

2πipλ� iµjq .

After undoing Parseval’s identity in (33), the quantity we need to bound is���� J̧

j�1

eµj |x�y|Pjpx, yq
2πµj

»
R

λm̃pλq
λ� iµj

eiλ|x�y| dλ
����

À 1

|x� y|
J̧

j�1

��� »
R
λ
� m̃pλq
λ� iµj

	
eiλ|x�y| dλ

���
� 1

|x� y|
J̧

j�1

���� λm̃

λ� iµj

	qp|x� y|q
���

(34)

If m satisfies (25) with the stronger assumption s ¡ 2, then the standard dyadic proof

of the Mihlin-Hörmander theorem shows that |pλm̃qqptq| À |t|�2 away from t � 0. The
same is true for the inverse Fourier transform of each λm̃

λ�iµj . Then |K1px, yq| À |x � y|�3

by applying Lemma 4.3 with p � 8, β � 3.
Meanwhile |K2px, yq| À |x� y|�3 by direct inspection of (34). �
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5. Weak-type p1, 1q bounds for Mihlin multipliers

While Theorem 4.1 hints at Mihlin multipliers mp?Hq being Calderón-Zygmund oper-
ators thanks to the pointwise kernel bound |Kpx, yq| À |x� y|�3, it is not clear that they
satisfy the requisite cancellation conditions. In this section we state a weak-type (1,1)
bound that holds for the same multipliers as in the second part of Theorem 4.1, with one
additional assumption on the potential V .

Theorem 5.1. Suppose H � �∆� V , where V P K0 has the property

}V }K̃ :� sup
xPR3

¸
`PZ

}χp|z � x| � 2`qV pzq}Kz   8. (35)

Further suppose that H has no eigenvalue or resonance at zero, and no positive eigenvalues.
Let φ be a C8 function supported on r1

2 , 2s such that tφp2�kλqukPZ forms a partition of
unity for R�. Suppose m : p0,8q Ñ C satisfies

sup
k
}φpλqmp2kλq}Hs �Ms   8 for some s ¡ 2.

Then mp?Hq P BpL1, L1,8q and mp?Hq P BpLpq, 1   p   8.

Before proving this theorem, note that not only 9W 1,1 � K, as shown in [BeGo2], but in

fact 9W 1,1 � K̃ as well.

Lemma 5.2. 9W 1,1 � K̃.

Proof. Consider a cutoff function χ P C8
c pRq such that suppχ � r3{4, 3s and χpxq � 1

when x P r1, 2s. In light of the fact that 9W 1,1 � K, it suffices to show that¸
`PZ

}χp|z � x| � 2`qV pzq}
9W 1,1
z

À }V }
9W 1,1 .

We prove this separately for even and for odd `. With no loss of generality, consider the
even case. Since the even-numbered cutoffs have disjoint support, for this case the claim
reduces to ���� ¸

`P2Z
χp|z � x| � 2`qV pzq

����
9W 1,1
z

À }V }
9W 1,1 .

By the Leibniz rule, the gradient of this expression is

∇z

� ¸
`P2Z

χp|z � x| � 2`q


V pzq �

� ¸
`P2Z

χp|z � x| � 2`q


∇V pzq.

The gradient of the sum of these cutoffs is of size 1
|z�x| , due to scaling, so the first term is

integrable, as V P 9W 1,1 � K. The second term is integrable as well, because ∇V P L1 and
the sum of the cutoffs is bounded.

This proves the claim for the sum over the even indices and one proceeds similarly for
the odd indices. �
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Remark 5.3. Note that L3{2,1 � K̃, despite the fact that L3{2,1 � K. An example is given
by the indicator function of the union of countably many balls: χ�

k¥0Bk
, where Bk is at

distance 2k from the origin and such that µpBkq P `1k, µpBkq2{3 R `1k.

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Once again we use the Stone formula to write

mp
?
Hq � pπiq�1

» 8

�8
λm̃pλqR�

V pλ2q dλ.

This time it will be convenient to use the resolvent identity

R�
V pλ2q � R�

0 pλ2q �R�
V pλ2qV R�

0 pλ2q

in the right-hand integral. The first term is just the spectral representation of mp?�∆q,
which is a Calderón-Zygmund operator and is of weak-type (1,1). We prepare the second
term by breaking the spectral multipliers into compact intervals.

mp
?
Hq �mp

?
�∆q �

8̧

k��8
φp2�k

?
Hqmp

?
HqPc � φp2�kp�∆qqmp

?
�∆q

�
8̧

k��8
�pπiq�1

» 8

�8
φp2�k|λ|qλm̃pλqR�

V pλ2qV R�
0 pλ2q dλ

�
8̧

k��8
Tk,

with the summation on the right side of the top line converging in the strong operator
topology of BpL2pR3qq.

For each k, the kernel of Tk is obtained by composing the operators R�
V pλ2qV R�

0 pλ2q
inside the integral. Let gkpλq � φp2�k|λ|qλm̃pλq, similar to its usage in the previous section.

Tkpx, yq � �1

4π2i

» 8

�8

»
R3

gkpλqR�
V pλ2qpx, zqV pzqe

iλ|z�y|

|z � y| dzdλ (36)

For a fixed choice of k, the estimate |R�
V pλ2qpx, zq| À |x � z|�1 ensures that the integral

over R3 � R is absolutely convergent (and bounded by 22k|x� y|�1), hence the order can
be rearranged. Applying Parseval’s identity yields

» 8

�8
gkpλqR�

V pλ2qpx, zqeiλ|z�y| dλ �
» 8

�8
qgkpt� |z � y|qFpR�

V pp � q2qqpt, x, zq dt.
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Now the integral over z P R3 is subdivided into two regions. Let η be a cutoff function on
r0,8q that is supported in r0, 1

2q and identically 1 on the interval r0, 1
4 s. We may write

Tkpx, yq � �1

4π2i

»
R3

η
� |z � y|
|x� y|

	 V pzq
|z � y|

» 8

�8
qgkpt� |z � y|qFpR�

V pp � q2qqpt, x, zq dtdz

� �1

4π2i

»
R3

�
1� η

� |z � y|
|x� y|

		 V pzq
|z � y|

» 8

�8
qgkpt� |z � y|qFpR�

V pp � q2qqpt, x, zq dtdz
� Tk,1px, yq � Tk,2px, yq.

For both Tk,1 and Tk,2 the next order of business is to obtain bounds on the integral over

t. Using the structure of FpR�
V q from (10) and Proposition 3.2, this integral splits neatly

into the intervals t   |x � z| and t ¥ |x � z|. On the right halfline, the pointwise bound
| qgkptq| ¤ C22kp1� 2k|t|q�s combines with the integral bound in (10) to yield��� » 8

|x�z|
qgkpt� |z � y|qFpR�

V pp � q2qqpt, x, zq dt
��� À 22k

|x� z|p1� 2kp|x� z| � |z � y|qqs .

On the left half-line we have» |x�z|

�8
qgkpt� |z � y|qFpR�

V pp � q2qqpt, x, zq dt

� �π
¸
µj

Pjpx, zq
µj

» |x�z|

�8
qgkpt� |z � y|qeµjt dt

� �π
¸
µj

Pjpx, zqe|x�z|µj
µj

» 8

�8

gkpλq
λ� iµj

eip|x�z|�|z�y|qλ dλ.

As discussed previously, the Hs norm of pλ � iµjq�1gk is controlled by µ�1
j }gk}Hs , so the

integral over λ will be bounded by 22kp1� 2kp|x� z|� |z� y|qq�s. Applying the projection
bound from Lemma 3.4 gives us��� » |x�z|

�8
qgkpt� |z � y|qFpR�

V pp � q2qqpt, x, zq dt
��� À 22k

|x� z|p1� 2kp|x� z| � |z � y|qqs .

This is already sufficient to obtain the desired control of the operators Tk,1. Within the

support of η
� |z�y|
|x�y|

�
, both |x� z| and |x� z| � |z � y| are comparable in size to |x� y|, so

8̧

k��8
|Tk,1px, yq| À

8̧

k��8

»
R3

η
� |z � y|
|x� y|

	 22k|V pzq|
|z � y| |x� y|p1� 2k|x� y|qs dz

À
»
R3

η
� |z � y|
|x� y|

	 |V pzq|
|z � y| |x� y|3 dz

¤ 1

|x� y|3 }χp|z � x| � |x� y|qV pzq}Kz .
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The assumption s ¡ 2 is used to gain convergence of the series for large k. It follows that
for any f P L1pR3q,

8̧

k��8
|Tk,1fpxq| À

8̧

`��8
}χp|z � x| � 2`qV pzq}Kz

»
|x�y|�2`

|fpyq|
23`

dy

À
� 8̧

`��8
}χp|z � x| � 2`qV pzq}Kz

	
Mfpxq,

(37)

where Mfpxq is the (centered) Hardy-Littlewood maximal function of f . The sum-total of

contributions of Tk,1fpxq to mp?Hqfpxq satisfies a weak-(1,1) bound, as well as Lp bounds
for 1   p   8.

The contributions of Tk,2 are a standard Calderón-Zygmund operator. In the support of

1�η� |z�y||x�y|
�
, the size of |z�y| is bounded below by 1

4 |x�y|. We have the pointwise bound

|Tk,2px, yq| À
»
R3

�
1� η

� |z � y|
|x� y|

		 22k|V pzq|
|z � y| |x� z|p1� 2kp|x� z| � |z � y|qs dz

À
»
|z�y|¡ 1

4
|x�y|

22k|V pzq|
|x� y| |x� z|p1� 2k|x� y|qs dz

À 22k

|x� y|p1� 2k|x� y|qs }V }K.

(38)

and consequently
8̧

k��8
|Tk,2px, yq| ¤ 1

|x� y|3 }V }K.

Additionally, since the support of gk lies where |λ| � 2k, the Hs norms of λgkpλq are
controlled by 2k times the corresponding norm of gk. One can repeat the same arguments
as before to conclude that��� » 8

�8
qg1kpt� |z � y|qFpR�

V pp � q2qqpt, x, zq dt
��� À 23k

|x� z|p1� 2kp|x� z| � |z � y|qqs .

Meanwhile, the gradient of
�
1 � η

� |z�y|
|x�y|

��|z � y|�1 is supported where |z � y| ¥ 1
4 |x � y|

and is bounded above by a multiple of |x� y|�2. Applying the Leibniz rule to the integral
defining Tk,2px, yq yields

|∇yTk,2px, yq| À
»
|z�y|¡ 1

4
|x�y|

22k|V pzq|
|x� y| |x� z|p1� 2k|x� y|qs

�
2k � 1

|x� y|
	
dz

À 22k

|x� y|p1� 2k|x� y|qs
�

2k � 1

|x� y|
	
}V }K.
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Thus for two points y, y0 with |y � y0|   1
2 |x� y| we can conclude that

|Tk,2px, yq � Tk,2px, y0q| À 22k}V }K
|x� y|p1� 2k|x� y|qs minp2k|y � y0|, 1q (39)

where the second option in the minimum comes from the pointwise bound in (38). If
2   s   3 then 8̧

k��8
|Tk,2px, yq � Tk,2px, y0q| À |y � y0|s�2

|x� y|s�1

and if s ¡ 3 then
°
k |∇yTk,2px, yq| À |x� y|�4.

Now that the kernel of
°
k Tk,2 meets the conditions for a Calderón-Zygmund operator,

we must go back and check that it also satisfies an a priori bound on L2pR3q. In lieu of a
direct proof, we note that

8̧

k��8
Tk,2 � mp

?
Hq �mp

?
�∆q �

8̧

k��8
Tk,1.

The first two operators on the right side are L2-bounded due to the boundedness of m, and
the final sum is L2-bounded because it is dominated by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal
function.

Therefore
°
k Tk,2 is of weak-p1, 1q type and a bounded operator on Lp, 1   p   8. �

6. Negative powers of the Hamiltonian

In this section we extend Theorem 4.1 to a class of multipliers that are roughly homo-
geneous of order �α P p�3, 0q. This result does not follow from Theorem 4.1, though the
proof uses similar techniques.

Theorem 6.1 (Generalized fractional integration). Assume V P K0 X L3{2,8, and H �
�∆ � V has no eigenvalue or resonance at zero, and no positive eigenvalues. Let φ be a
C8 function supported on r1

2 , 2s such that tφp2�kλqukPZ forms a partition of unity for R�.
Let α P p0, 3q and suppose m : p0,8q Ñ C satisfies

sup
k
}φpλqmp2kλq}Hs �M   8 (40)

for some s ¡ maxp3
2 � α, 1� 2

3αq. Then H�α{2mp?Hq :� |H|�α{2mp?HPcq is an integral

operator that is bounded from LppR3q to LqpR3q for all pairs with 1
p� 1

q � α
3 and 1   p   3

α ,

with operator norm less than Cα,s,pM .

If V P K0 and (40) holds for some s ¡ 2 � α, then H�α{2mp?Hq also has an integral
kernel Kpx, yq that is bounded pointwise by

|Kpx, yq| À M

|x� y|3�α . (41)

Remark 6.2. Using the trivial choice mpλq � 1, this shows that the kernel of H�α{2Pc
is bounded by |x � y|α�3. Since each eigenfunction of H is bounded and exponentially

decreasing, and there are finitely many of them, the same is true for H�α{2, 0   α   3.
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Remark 6.3. The range of s is nearly sharp. There are counterexamples of Bochner-Riesz
type if s   3

2 � α. There are counterexamples of the form mpλq � N�sφpλq sinpNλq if

s   1� 2
3α.

Remark 6.4. When α ¥ 2 the multiplier |λ|�α{2mp?λq is not locally integrable at zero.

In these cases we define H�α{2mp?Hq as the sum
°
kPZ φp2�k

?
Hq|H|�α{2mp?Hq, which

converges in the weak operator topology to a limit independent of the choice of partition
of unity φ.

Proof. The pointwise bound follows the same argument as in Theorem 4.1. For each
k P Z, let gkpλq � φp2�kλqλ|λ|�αm̃pλq. By assumption, φpλqλ|λ|�αm̃p2kλq is a compactly
supported function in Hs. It is also the derivative of a function in Hs�1 with support in
the interval r�2k�2, 2k�2s, thanks to the fact that λm̃ is an odd function.

Thus the Fourier transform of φpλqλ|λ|�αm̃p2kλq is bounded by |t|p1�|t|q�ps�1qM , hence

the Fourier transform of gkpλq is bounded by 2p3�αqk|t|p1 � 2k|t|q�ps�1qM . Assuming that
α   3 and s ¡ 2� α, it follows that

8̧

k��8

���φp2�kλqλ|λ|�αm̃�qptq�� ÀM |t|α�2. (42)

From here the argument follows (31) and its discussion. The kernel of H�α{2mp?Hq is
given by

Kpx, yq � pπiq�1

» 8

�8

8̧

k��8
pφp2�kλqλ|λ|�αm̃qqptqFR�

V pp � q2qpt, x, yq dt.

Applying Lemma 4.3 with p � 8 and β � 3 � α shows that the portion of the integral
where t ¡ |x � y| is bounded by M |x � y|α�3. The integral over t   |x � y| consists of a
finite sum of terms, each of which is bounded (as in (34)) by

1

|x� y|
��� »

R
λ|λ|�α

� m̃pλq
λ� iµj

	
eiλ|x�y| dλ

��� À M

|x� y|3�α ,

with the last inequality taking advantage of (42) and the fact that m̃pλq
λ�iµj satisfies (40) for

the same range of s as m̃.
The Lp Ñ Lq estimates are established by complex interpolation of operators. The

dyadic structure of mpλq is a bit unwieldy here, so we define npρq � mp2ρq and set

mzpλq �
�

1� B2

Bρ2

	Lpzq
nplog2 λq,

where Lpzq is a linear function with real coefficients. Note that for any given s, the Hs

norm of npρq on an interval rk, k � 1s is comparable to the Hs norm of mp2kλq on the
interval r1, 2s, thus the effect of B

Bρ on npρq is to modulate the Sobolev space condition

in (40).

Interpolation will be performed on the family of operators H�z{2mzp
?
Hq, with the linear

function Lpzq chosen according to the available endpoint estimates. Note that the multiplier
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is modified in two ways by the imaginary part of z. Differentiation to imaginary order in

p1� B2
Bρ2 qLpzq preserves the Hs norms of mzpλq. In the operator H�z{2, the imaginary part

of z corresponds to multiplication of mzpλq by |λ|ip=pzqq. This acts boundedly on Hs with

an operator norm that grows like x=pzqy|s| as the imaginary part increases.

When the real part of z is zero and s ¡ 3
2 , the operators H�z{2mp?Hq fit within the

framework of Theorem 4.1. They are bounded on every LppR3q, 1   p   8.
When the real part of z is 3 � ε and s ¡ �1 � ε � 2 � Repzq, we have just shown that

H�z{2mp?Hq has integral kernel bounded by |x� y|�ε. By the Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev
inequality it maps LppR3q to LqpR3q for pairs 1   p, q   8 with 3

p � 3
q � 3� ε.

The third case where we can establish an a priori bound is the real part of z is 3
2 and

s ¡ 0. This does not follow directly from previous estimates, however the basic tools are
the same. The kernel of H�3{4mp?Hq is given by

Kpx, yq � pπiq�1

» 8

�8

8̧

k��8
pφp2�kλqλ|λ|� 3

2 m̃qqptqFR�
V pp � q2qpt, x, yq dt.

We would like to show that for each y P R3, Kp � , yq belongs to the Lorentz space L2,8pR3q
with a uniform bound on its norm. This is accomplished via the following claim which will
be proved afterwards.

Lemma 6.5. For every y P R3 and k0 P Z, there is a decomposition Kpx, yq � F px, yq �
Gpx, yq such that

}F p � , yq}L2p|x�y|¡2k0 q ¤ C and }Gp � , yq}L8p|x�y|¡2k0 q ¤ C2�
3
2
k0 .

The constant C   8 does not depend on y or k0.

Assuming this result for now, it follows that the set tx P R3 : |Kpx, yq| ¡ 2C2�3k0{2u is
contained in the ball of radius 2k0 centered at y together with the set where |F px, yq| ¡
C2�3k0{2. Their union has measure bounded by 23k0 .

The Minkowski inequality then shows that H�3{4mp?Hq maps L1pR3q to L2,8pR3q.
The dual statement is true as well, and the intermediate Lp Ñ Lq bounds follow by
Marcinkiewicz interpolation.

Interpolating between the three cases described above shows that H�α{2mp?Hq has the

same Lp Ñ Lq mapping properties as the fractional integrals p�∆q�α{2 whenever 0   α   3
and the pair pα, sq lies above the convex hull of the points p0, 3

2q, p3,�1q, and p3
2 , 0q. �

Proof of Lemma 6.5. Once again we use Lemma 4.3 to obtain the desired bounds on F px, yq
and Gpx, yq. Let gkpλq � φp2�kλqλ|λ|�3{2m̃pλq. The two main estimates on qgkptq are

|qgkptq| À 2k{2 and
��qgkp � qx2k � ys��L2pRq À 1.
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It will turn out that the desired decomposition is given by

F px, yq � pπiq�1

» 8

�8

8̧

k�1�k0
qgkptqFR�

V pp � q2qpt, x, yq dt,

Gpx, yq � pπiq�1

» 8

�8

�k0̧

k��8
qgkptqFR�

V pp � q2qpt, x, yq dt.

If k ¡ �k0, then the L2pRq estmate for qgk yields }qgkχ|t|¡2k0 }L2pRq À 2�pk�k0qs. Hence��� ¸
k¡�k0

qgkχt¡2k0

���
L2pRq

À 1.

Lemma 4.3 then shows that the portion of F px, yq derived from integrating over |x� y| ¤
t   8 is bounded in L2p|x� y| ¡ 2k0q. The integral over t   |x� y| once again consists of
a finite sum of terms, each of which is bounded by

1

|x� y|
��� »

R
λ|λ|�α

� m̃pλq
λ� iµj

	
eiλ|x�y| dλ

���.
We note that m

λ�iµj satisfies the bounds in (40) that mpλq does. It follows that this part

of F px, yq has L2 norm controlled by���|x� y|�1
¸

k¡�k0

� gk
λ� iµj

	qp|x� y|q
���
L2p|x�y|¡2k0 q

�
?

4π
��� ¸
k¡�k0

� gk
λ� iµj

	qptq���
L2pt¡2k0 q

À 1.

The calculations for Gpx, yq follow the same pattern, except that the L8 bound is used

for qg instead. For k ¤ �k0, |qgkptq| À 2k{2, which makes }°k¤�k0 qgk}L8pRq À 2�k0{2.
Applying Lemma 4.3 with p � 8, β � 1 shows that the portion of Gpx, yq derived from

integrating over |x�y| ¤ t   8 is bounded pointwise by |x�y|�12�k0{2. The same bounds
on the (inverse) Fourier transform of gk

λ�iµj lead to an identical bound on the remaining

part of Gpx, yq.
It follows that for all |x� y| ¡ 2k0 , |Gpx, yq| À 2�3k0{2. �

7. Proof of Strichartz estimates

7.1. Auxiliary results. Our proof of Strichartz estimates follows the one given by Beals
in [Bea] and uses complex interpolation instead of the more usual Paley-Littlewood dyadic
decomposition. It depends on the following two ingredients:
1. An L1 to L8 decay estimate for the perturbed wave evolution
2. Lp bounds for p�∆qiσ and H iσ, 1   p   8.
Notably, it does not use the square function or localization in frequency for H.

Lemma 7.1. For s1, s2 ¥ 0, 0 ¤ s � s1 � s2   1,

}p�∆q�s1 cospt
?
HqPcp�∆q�s2f}

L
2

1�s
À |t|�s}f}

L
2

1�s
. (43)
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The endpoint s � 1 estimates also hold, after replacing L1 by H1 and L8 by BMO.

Proof. Start from the fact, proved in [BeGo2], that

} cospt
?
HqPcf}L8 À |t|�1}∆f}L1 ,

which we rewrite as
} cospt

?
HqPcp�∆q�1f}L8 À |t|�1}f}L1 . (44)

By taking the adjoint, we also see that

}p�∆q�1 cospt
?
HqPcf}L8 À |t|�1}f}L1 .

Since p�∆qiσ is bounded on the Hardy space H1 and on BMO with norms of appropriate
growth, we can use complex interpolation between

}p�∆qiσ1 cospt
?
HqPcp�∆q�1�iσ2f}BMO À |t|�1}f}H1 ,

}p�∆q�1�iσ1 cospt
?
HqPcp�∆qiσ2f}BMO À |t|�1}f}H1 ,

and
}p�∆qiσ1 cospt

?
HqPcp�∆qiσ2}L2 À }f}L2

to prove that (43) holds. �

The next step is replacing p�∆q�s by H�sPc in this inequality. We can do it if

p�∆qsPcH�s is a bounded operator on L
2

1�s pR3q. This property was established in [Hon].

Lemma 7.2 ([Hon, Lemma 1.4]). Suppose V P K0 XL3{2,8pR3q and H � �∆� V has no
eigenvalue or resonance at zero, and no positive eigenvalues. For every 0 ¤ s ¤ 1,

(1) Operators PcH
sp�∆q�s, p�∆qsH�sPc belong to BpLpq over the range 1   p   3

2s .

(2) Operators p�∆q�sHsPc, PcH
�sp�∆qs belong to BpLpq in the range 3

3�2s   p   8.

Moreover, PcHp�∆q�1, ∆H�1Pc P BpL1q and p�∆q�1HPc, PcH
�1∆ P BpL8q.

The proof of this lemma is based on Mihlin multiplier bounds, both for �∆ and for H,
and complex interpolation.

Remark 7.3. The assumption V P L3{2,8 is essential for establishing the s � 1 cases of
Lemma 7.2. For general V P K0, we conjecture that the optimal range of Lp bounds for
p�∆qsH�sPc is 1   p   1

s with equality sometimes permitted. This still includes the

relevant exponent p � 2
1�s . The case s � 1

2 , p � 2 is proved in [Gol].

In particular, for s   3{4 all these intertwining operators are L2 bounded. Thus, one can

use powers of H in order to characterize the Sobolev spaces Pc 9Hs, �3{2   s   3{2 (and the
negative energy component is trivial under our assumptions, since Pc P BpL1q X BpL8q):
Lemma 7.4. Suppose V P K0 X L3{2,8pR3q and H � �∆ � V has no eigenvalue or
resonance at zero, and no positive eigenvalues. For �3{2   s   3{2,

9Hs � tf P S 1 : p�∆qs{2f P L2u � tf P S 1 : Hs{2f P L2u. (45)

More generally, the same is true for 9W s,p if 1   p   3{s and 0 ¤ s ¤ 2 or if 3
3�s   p   8

and �2 ¤ s ¤ 0 — hence also for Besov spaces in this range.
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7.2. Strichartz estimates. Finally, we are in a position to prove the full range of Strichartz
estimates for the wave equation in three dimensions.

For the free wave equation in Rd�1

utt �∆u � F, up0q � u0, utp0q � u1,

as proved by [KeTa], the following Strichartz estimates hold:

}u}L8t 9Hs
xXLptLqx � }ut}L8t 9Hs�1

x
À }u0} 9Hs � }u1} 9Hs�1 � }F }

Lp̃
1

t L
q̃1
x
, (46)

where by scaling and translation invariance

1

p
� d

q
� d

2
� s � 1

p̃1
� d

q̃1
� 2, 2 ¤ p, q, p̃, q̃ ¤ 8, (47)

and the exponents must be wave-admissible:

2

p
� d� 1

q
¤ d� 1

2
,

2

p̃
� d� 1

q̃
¤ d� 1

2
. (48)

The endpoint cases pp, qq � p2,8q in R3�1 and pp, qq � p4,8q in R2�1 are not true (and
same for the inhomogeneous term, i.e. pp̃, q̃q � p2,8q in R3).

In three dimensions, for wave-admissible exponents pp, qq, the pairs p1
p ,

1
q q cover the

triangle with vertices p0, 0q, p0, 1
2q, and p1

2 , 0q.
Thus, in R3�1, the homogeneous Strichartz estimates (i.e. F � 0)

}u}LptLqx À }u0} 9Hs � }u1} 9Hs�1 (49)

follow by interpolation between the segment p8, 6
3�2sq, 0 ¤ s   3{2 — trivial by 9Hs norm

conservation — and the sharp admissible segment 2
p � d�1

q � d�1
2 , i.e.

1

p
� 1

q
� 1

2
. (50)

Likewise, all the inhomogeneous estimates follow from 9Hs norm conservation — along
the line pp̃1, q̃1q � p1, 6

3�2sq, 0 ¤ s   3{2 —, plus the dual sharp admissible Strichartz
inequalities

}u}L8t 9Hs
x
À }F }

Lp̃
1

t L
q̃1
x
,

1

p̃
� 1

q̃
� 1

2
. (51)

In turn, the latter are obtained by duality from the homogeneous sharp admissible Strichartz
estimates (49-50).

Theorem 7.5 (Strichartz estimates). Provided that V P K0XL3{2,8pR3q and H � �∆�V
has no threshold bound states or embedded eigenvalues, the Strichartz estimates (46-48) hold
in R3�1 for the continuous spectrum projection Pc of the solution u of the equation

utt �∆u� V u � F, up0q � u0, utp0q � u1. (52)
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Proof. Using the fact that

cospt?HqPc
Hs

� pcospt?HqPc
p�∆q�s pp�∆qsPcH�sq

and Lemma 7.2, since 2
1�s   3

2s , we immediately obtain from (43) that for 0 ¤ s   1

���cospt?HqPc
Hs

f
���
L

2
1�s

À |t|�s}f}
L

2
1�s

.

The endpoint s � 1 case is also true, having been proved in [BeGo2]; however, using it in
the interpolation would require a discussion of Hardy spaces for H, which we avoid here.

Therefore, by Young’s inequality,

cospt?HqPc
Hs

P BpLq1,rt L
2

1�s
x , Lq2,rt L

2
1�s
x q,

where 1
q2
� 1

q1
�s�1, with modifications at the endpoints: namely, when q1 � 1 or q2 � 8,

then Lq1,r becomes Lq1,1 and Lq2,r becomes Lq2,8.
In particular one can set the spaces to be dual to each other:

cospt?HqPc
Hs

P BpL
2

2�s
,2

t L
2

1�s
x , L

2
s
,2

t L
2

1�s
x q.

By a TT � argument, then, for 0 ¤ s   1

sinpt?HqPc
Hs{2 ,

cospt?HqPc
Hs{2 P BpL2

x, L
2
s
,2

t L
2

1�s
x q. (53)

This is the full range of sharply admissible homogeneous Strichartz estimates (50). Due to
Lemma 7.2, powers of H can be traded for powers of �∆ in this range.

Since for �3{2   s   3{2 the usual Sobolev norms are equivalent to those defined in
terms of H, see (45), it follows that the positive energy part of equation (52) conserves the
9Hs norms, �1{2   s   3{2:

}Pcu}L8t 9Hs
x
À }u0} 9Hs � }u1} 9Hs�1 .

This implies the homogeneous Strichartz estimates along the line segment pp, qq � p8, 6
3�2sq,

0 ¤ s   3{2, by Sobolev embedding.
By interpolation with the sharp admissible estimates (53), we obtain the full range of

homogeneous Strichartz estimates (49).
Finally, the sharp admissible dual estimates (53) imply by duality the sharp dual es-

timates (51). The other extreme case pp̃1, q̃1q � p1, 6
3�2sq, 0 ¤ s   3{2, follows from the

Sobolev norm conservation, as above. Interpolating between these two cases, we obtain all
the inhomogeneous Strichartz estimates. �
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